
Quality Coil 
Coatings for Sheds 
and Pre-Engineered 
Structures
Coating Options for 
Premium Applications



Designed exclusively 
for sheds and 
pre-engineered 
structures, AkzoNobel 
coil coatings stand  
the test of time.
AkzoNobel proprietary resin 
formulations, combined with select 
ceramic and inorganic pigments, create 
the most durable, consistent and stable 
finish options available. The long-term 
performance of these exterior coatings 
outperforms for decades of durability 
and superior weatherability.

In addition, AkzoNobel coil coatings for 
sheds and pre-engineered structures 
resist stain and dirt accumulation to 
keep your project looking newer and 
cleaner for longer.

A Targeted 
Solution for  
Every Project
Each shed or pre-engineered structure 
project is unique. That’s why we offer a 
full portfolio of options tailored specifically 
for the rigors of your project needs:

*See AkzoNobel Coil and Extrusion Coatings warranty for details

CERAM-A-STAR® 1050 
CERAM-A-STAR® 1050 is the industry’s leading silicone-modified polyester 
(SMP) coil coating, featuring a proprietary resin system that provides best-in-class 
performance to keep your projects looking newer for longer. CERAM-A-STAR® 
1050 excels in benchmark performance at the test fence and on the building and 
is backed by the industry’s strongest and most thorough data, including how it 
performs in gloss retention, fade, chalk and film integrity. 

In addition, a standard color palette is offered with CERAM-A-STAR® 1050 
Select to drive color consistency, improve operational efficiency and increase 
concentrated volume from a targeted color palette. CERAM-A-STAR® Select 
performs so well that we back it up by a transferable lifetime limited warranty*.
CERAM-A-STAR® 1050 Select is the smart decision to drive product 
performance and help make color complexity a thing of the past. 

POLYDURE® 1000
POLYDURE® 1000 is a reliable polyester-based coating system that provides 
smooth, fast and trouble-free application. POLYDURE® 1000 includes excellent 
forming properties and consistent batch consistency along with a broad range of 
color, gloss and texture options to benefit your business and improve building and 
construction projects.

VALUESHIELD®

VALUESHIELD® is designed to provide basic yet essential color for utility-budget 
projects. An economic polyester option, VALUESHIELD® offers consistent coating 
performance for certain shed and pre-engineered building projects where price is 
the main objective.

We supply the sustainable and innovative paints 
and coatings that our customers, communities – 
and the environment – are increasingly relying on. 
That’s why everything we do starts with People. 
Planet. Paint. Our world class portfolio of brands 
– including Dulux, International, Sikkens and 
Interpon – is trusted by customers around the 
globe. We’re active in more than 150 countries 
and have set our sights on becoming the global 
industry leader. It’s what you’d expect from a 
pioneering paints company that’s committed to 
science-based targets and is taking genuine action 
to address globally relevant challenges and protect 
future generations.

For more information  
please visit www.akzonobel.com
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